
For years, multiple levels of redundancy and fallback have 
protected DIMETRA radio systems from physical threats. 
Today, there are increasing risks from cyber attacks that can 
disrupt communication and put sensitive information at risk. 
As these attacks become more frequent and sophisticated, 
and mission critical communications systems become 
connected to other IP-based systems, identifying potentially 
malicious activity and responding to threats quickly is key to 
defending against them.

Our Managed Detection and Response (MDR) services 
monitor security infrastructure and systems 24/7 in the 
DIMETRA Radio Network Infrastructure (RNI), as well 
as Customer Enterprise Networks (CENs) and internal 
IT networks. In addition, because we constantly 
monitor public safety networks, we are uniquely 
positioned to provide threat intelligence specific to 
them. This gives us deep insights to better protect 
against threats targeting these systems.

Radio systems are growing progressively complex as data sources become more 
interconnected and technology advances. As a result, these systems can be taken 
offline by ransomware and other cyber attacks. With attacks becoming more 
frequent and sophisticated, detecting and responding to potential threats quickly is 
key to defending these systems.
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24/7 MONITORING FOR  
MALICIOUS ACTIVITY
Motorola Solutions’ Security Operations Center (SOC) 
has experienced, highly-trained and certified security 
professionals staffed 24/7 dedicated to monitoring mission-
critical systems through our ActiveEye security platform. 

With advanced automation and analytics, ActiveEye can 
pinpoint actual threats while reducing more than 95 percent 
of false positives and omissions. A combination of Log 
Collection/Analytics, along with Network Intrusion Detection 
technology in CENs, constantly monitors for signs of malicious 
traffic inside the network. From this, actionable tickets can be 
assigned, investigated and resolved.

ENHANCED SECURITY FOR RNI AND CEN
Our MDR services offer coverage for both DIMETRA RNI 
and CENs. We  can monitor a variety of industry-standard IT 
infrastructure in CENs through a rich catalog of  
service connectors.

CO-MANAGED SINGLE PANE OF  
GLASS VIEW
ActiveEye provides a single pane of glass for your operations 
team to monitor the security of your infrastructure, ensuring 
you’re always in the loop. As a co-managed security solution, 
the ActiveEye platform ensures you have 24/7 visibility and 
can see what our SOC analysts see. You can perform your own 
investigations and data analysis as needed or if you prefer, 
have our SOC analysts manage this.

PROTECT YOUR INTERNAL IT NETWORKS
Our MDR services offer optional coverage for internal IT 
networks, too, so you can get visibility far beyond the RNI 
and CENs. We can protect your endpoints by taking actions 
to stop any threats that make it through from spreading. 
We can extend this protection to the rest of your corporate 
IT network as well, and monitor cloud applications and 
infrastructure security activity and configurations for new 
threats and attack vectors.

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS — 
YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER
As a leading provider of mission-critical solutions, we understand your mission 
can only be as secure as your partners enable you to be. Our goal is to provide 
you with transparency, accountability and security that’s built-in from the start.

We believe that our set of highly knowledgeable people with industry 
certifications, best-in-class organizational policies and procedures and state-of-
the-art automation and analytics tools enables us to uniquely deliver enhanced 
cybersecurity solutions that address your needs today and in the future.
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Our ActiveEye security platform 
provides a comprehensive view of 
the overall security risk posture 
of your system. As a co-managed 
security solution, ActiveEye gives 
you 24/7 visibility so you can see 
what our SOC analysts see.

Get complete visibility into 
all security activity via a 
single view.

For more information on Cybersecurity Services contact 
your Motorola Solutions representative or visit us at 
www.motorolasolutions.com/cybersecurity
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